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Create Space in Your Existing Space by Building Upwards
 
The pandemic has increased the need for additional space as social distancing to protect employees has become
necessary. Building upward can help avoid costly renovation or relocation costs and will give you more space for
employees and production.
 
Structural steel mezzanines from Cogan can effectively double your existing floor space. The mezzanines are
modular — so components can be moved and easily adapt to growth and the changing needs of your organization
by providing the added value, flexibility and functionality you need. Ask Kraftwerks about a solution that “builds up”
instead of causing you to move out or delay the return of staff to your facility.

Cogan Video See how Kraftwerks can help

Avoid the Bottleneck With Pick and Pack Planning
 
A properly planned pick and pack workstation will limit footsteps, optimize horizontal and vertical reach zones, and
maximize throughput. Custom-designed and ergonomically focused workstations from BOSTONtec will help avoid
repetitive motion injuries and will increase productivity and efficiency.

BOSTONtec Video See how Kraftwerks can help

Lifting and Positioning Made Easy to Avoid Workplace Injuries
 
Bishamon lift tables eliminate unproductive lifting, bending, and stretching, and their pallet positioners do the same,
but also help eliminate excess walking while loading or unloading pallets. If ignored, all this excess movement
could ultimately lead to worker fatigue and injuries. Designed to handle small to heavy-duty loads (depending on
the model) these products will certainly be an asset to your operation.

           Bishamon Videos        How can Kraftwerks help?

COVID protection products
 
The sooner your organization has the safeguards in place to protect employees, the sooner they can safely return
to work with confidence. Kraftwerks can help identify the best products and the proper placement of them within
your facility to provide optimal, protective safeguards against COVID-19.
 
Portable sanitizer stations from Kraftwerks not only remind employees, but also make it convenient for them to
achieve proper hygiene by putting sanitizer anywhere people are. They are adjustable, have a tip-resistant base,
and are made from stainless steel — making them durable and easy to clean. (Convenient, mountable wall units
are also available.)
 
Installing panel guards for distancing will ensure employees are separated and protected. Kraftwerks can identify a
variety of guards available to suit the various areas of your facility, from office to industrial, for use atop desks,
counters and tables; hanging panels; and moveable dividers for partitions/cubicles. For instance, Wirecrafters
offers heavy-duty, portable guards and Barbican Health's protective guards aren't just for healthcare. Made from
PETG material, they are durable and can be safely disinfected with health grade antimicrobial cleaners — and
Barbican uses a special removable adhesive for mounting the guards so they can easily be relocated.

Barbican Protective Guards     Wirecrafters Mobile Guards      Kraftwerks Sanitizer Stations

 

 

Read our case study to learn how Kraftwerks did a weekend makeover of product lines to increase space,
and subsequently distribution and sales.

Case Study: Ivoclar Vivident

Did you know...Kraftwerks can custom design and build your fulfillment area,
working with materials handling integrators from the start to ensure workstations are
properly incorporated into both the facility and workflow plan?
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